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A call for action
J. Brian Heywood

I

n recent years the British people
have become increasingly aware
that our parliamentary system is a
long way from being completely
democratic. The main reason for this
awareness is that the party’s in
Westminster have a ‘Whip’ to ensure
that MP’s can be forced to vote
according to the wishes of the elite. In
recent times some evidence has
emerged that despite the Whip’s
power, almost one third of MP’s will in
most cases vote in favour of what they
think is best for the people. But, the
majority are career politicians who
will do as they are told to ensure a
prosperous future for themselves. This
is clearly illustrated by parliament’s
refusal to pay elderly Equitable Life
sufferers the pensions that they have
lost, even though the Government
accepts that it was responsible for their
loss. As the whip system operates in
other western countries, it is difficult
to see how it could be abolished in the
UK, but it’s power could be seriously
reduced.
The elite have been able to get away
for decades with decisions that cause
difficulty for the working people and
future generations. In the 1950’s a
significant number of the world’s
largest companies were British owned.
All of them have been taken over
without our Government trying to
interfere. All other western countries
have done their best and largely
succeeded in preventing such
takeovers.
But, why would our Government
allow this to happen? Well, one reason
is that the elite benefit from the money

that flows in from the sales, because
these sales make the economy look
better for a short period of time and
therefore protects their time in power.
It may be that they believed that future
generations would defy the odds and
create new giant companies. That has
not happened, our start up companies
are still falling into foreign hands.
Why have our citizens allowed this
to happen? Clearly, it’s because until
recently, the only way individuals have
been able to complain is by contacting
the media. The BBC, ITV and most of
the newspapers get such complaints on
a very regular basis, but only rarely do
they get aired or printed. Could it be
that significant elements in the media
elite have financial reasons for
maintaining the Status Quo?
Some of the political elite must have
been benefiting from special payments
ever since our parliament was created,
but it clearly became almost the norm
in the 1960’s when the UK was
considering joining what became the
EU. Just imagine that at that time you
were an elite in the Common Market
and you needed large sums of money
to expand your new club and maintain
your position. Supposing you
contacted key people in the UK and
said, “Look I know that the majority of
your people don’t want to join our
club, but if you can push it through I
can arrange it so that you get a million
pounds or so from Brussels. You will,
that’s excellent, but to get it going your
country will have to pay billions of
pounds of extra money to us, on a
regular basis. Yes, OK, I admit it is
more that existing members pay but it

is necessary to get this deal accepted.
Does such a deal interest you? That’s
fine, I will be in touch”.
Then you grab a million or so for
yourself in return for your good work.
All of that is, of course, history and
it does not suggest a way the British
people can solve the horrendous mess
we are in. Most activists argue that the
populist movement indicates that the
peoples aims are likely to be listened
to eventually, but then add that sadly it
will be too late for the citizens of the
UK.
Dozens of action groups have done
their best to get their messages over to
the masses during the last few decades
and have done so by creating websites.
But, almost all of these have
disappeared, largely because readers
may have agreed with the claims being
made but they could not see how they
could help by making contact.
There is however, an opportunity,
probably the only one, to get the
wishes of the British people heard. The
populist movements around the world
are the result of the incredible growth
of social media. However, social
media is mainly about individuals
contacting people on subjects they are
interested in. So, it is not surprising
that politics forms only a small part of
the chatting that goes on.
The key political parties in the UK
have set up sites across almost all the
social media networks, but their
success is limited because very few
people will want to give an indication
that they are chatting on behalf of a
political party, because that could be
Continued on page 2
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seen to affect other issues they want to
raise.
Any group that is not part of a
political organisation and is formed to
promote a single issue will have a big
advantage over the politicians.
If a number of individuals were to
form a group and promise to
concentrate on just one or two issues,
they should be able to gain support
from people in all the political party’s.
For example, one group could be
created dealing with Brexit and another
one could concentrate on getting rid of
the House of Lords.
Many of the anti EU activist groups
don’t support any particular party.
Therefore, if a group of them got
together and set up a number of social
media sites stating that they are non

political and just want comments from
people on this subject, the result could
be tremendous. But, greater help can
be obtained from elsewhere. Groups
like 38 Degrees and The Tax Payers
Alliance, already get an enormous
number of supporters. The 38 Degrees
organisation claims to have over two
million members. However, these
o rganisations
don’t
themselves
challenge the political party’s because
they have people working on
conflicting beliefs, e.g., both for and
against Brexit.
So, if even a medium sized group of
activists were to get together and form
a body trying to remove, for example,
the House of Lords, and they promised
that was all they were dealing with,
they should be able to gain massive
support from social media members of

groups like 38 Degrees.
Another way of understanding the
situation is this. If we think of our
Government as a massive rugby team,
we are attempting to play them with a
lot of individual players who just don’t
know how to pass the ball to each
other. Looking back at what is
happening on social media would
suggest that if we do combine then the
Government would have to seriously
consider the people’s views.
Creating such groups would not
destroy the current political party’s, it
would just force them to accept the
wishes of the majority.
I do hope that there are British
citizens willing and able to form such
action groups.
J. Brian Heywood is the author of “The
Betrayal of British Industry”.

The reality of fishing

A

Why the fishing industry should not be given away again in order to
satisfy our European Union competitors?

ccording to Save Britain’s
Fish, the UK has some of the
richest fishing grounds in the
world. Sacrificed to join the EU, they
are automatically repatriated upon UK
withdrawal and must not be bartered
away once again.

Past and future
* The disastrous EU Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP) of “Equal
Access” means 75% of our nation’s
resources are in EU hands. The EU
catches 60% of the fish in our
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).
* 60% of the UK fleet has been
scrapped due to this loss of resources.
Employment’s halved, communities
and heritage have been destroyed. EU
owned but UK registered Flagships
own 50% of the UK fishing
entitlements in England and 90% in
Wales.
* This robbery of our resources
means there’s not a major fishing port
left between Plymouth and Peterhead
although the UK has some of the
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world’s richest fishing grounds.
* Leaving the EU automatically
repatriates all of Britain’s greatest
natural
resources.
Managed
sustainably UK fishing could double to
be worth £2 billion catch value and £8
billion net-to-plate value in addition to
supporting thousands of ancillary
industries and jobs.
* This can rejuvenate communities
for generations with a British policy
that environmentally and economically
is fit for purpose that benefits and is
inclusive of all fisherman.

Trapped in Transition
* The Transition means the
governments capitulated to obeying all
EU law after Brexit. The UK officially
leaves the EU but one second later
hands all control back to the EU.
* This isn’t just a 21month delay the Transition is a death sentence for
what’s left of Britain’s fishing as we
are trapped in the disastrous CFP with
no say or veto.
* The EU can abolish the 12 mile

limit that protects inshore and shellfisherman and can change the EU
relative stability quota share to claim
more than the 60% they already catch
in our waters.
* The EU can enforce detrimental
laws to cull what’s left of Britain’s
fleet, using
international law
(UNCLOS Article 62.2) to claim our
resources we would no longer have a
fleet to catch.
* The EU quota system forces
fishermen to discard half their catch to
find species their quota lets them keep.
The 2019 EU discard ban addresses the
discard symptom not the quota cause.
In 2019 when a vessel exhausts its
smallest quota it must stop fishing this will bankrupt around 60% of the
British fleet.
* The government’s failure on an
“acid test” squanders taking back
control of a £8 billion industry and
their weakness incites a poor final deal
- British fishing has been betrayed a
second time for nothing in return.
Source - ffl.org.uk
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BOOK REVIEW
Derek Sterling

Are wars necessary?

I

n this short non-nonsense pamphlet
Christopher Hoskin sets out a road
map for future UK Foreign Policy
decisions that could result in the
prevention of military action.
He begins with the advantage of
hindsight especially regarding the runup to the First World War (WW1) and
the resulting consequences. From there
he details the background of much
earlier conflicts that affected the
decisions made by various countries
that led them into war with their
immediate neighbours.
The 1904 decision to sign the
Entente Cordial with France - France
already had an alliance with Russia - is
referred to as a bad decision. He
reminds us of the excited visit by
Lloyd George on the day of the signing
to Lord Rosebury, when Rosebury
replied, “You are wrong. It means war
with Germany in the end”.

T

Costly Affairs
In British Foreign Policy
The advantages of Foresight
by Christopher Hoskin
June Press
Pamphlet 23pp 2018
Available from
The June Press
Price £3.00 + 10% p&p
(see back cover)
ISBN 978-0-9927501-6-9
Furthermore, we are reminded that
unlike other major European countries
the UK has not been invaded by
anybody after 1066.
The aftermath of WW1 and the
possibility of avoiding WW2 is
discussed in detail with a suggestion

that had German been treated
differently after WW1 a better
outcome for all could have resulted..
Hoskin’s then goes into the
psychological effect of war on politics
and the multitude of reasons that
politicians have used to go to war with
other countries whose regimes or
politics they have disliked. The main
arguments he highlights are the lack of
a failure to sufficiently consider the
consequences of our actions and the
real interests of the UK as a country.
He reminds us that one reason often
given for Britain’s involvement in
European affairs, is to preserve the
balance of power and to prevent a
single power being supreme on the
Continent.
On a positive note, praise is given to
Prime Minister Harold Wilson for his
refusal to send British troops to
Vietnam in support of the Americans.

EU Court of Auditors report

he 41st EU Court of Auditors
report (348 pages) on the
implementation of the EU
budget, covers the 2017 financial Year.
In their opinion, the consolidated
accounts of the EU for the year ending
31st December 2017 present, in all
material respects, the EU financial
position as of 31st December 2017.
The results of its operations, its cash
flow and the change in its net assets for
the year ended, in accordance with
the Financial Regulation and with
accounting
rules
based
on
internationally accepted accounting
standards for the public sector.
It has estimated the level of
‘irregularities’ in EU spending
continued to decrease in 2017 to 2.4
per cent, down from 3.1 per cent in
2016 and 3.8 per cent in 2015, the
European Court of Auditors said in its
annual report published on 3rd
October.
[i.e. 2.4 per cent of the money spent
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was not accounted for].
It went on to point out that problems
remained in particular in rural
development and cohesion. The
European Union spent €137.4bn in
2017, or around €270 for every citizen.
The EU balance sheet includes a
liabilty for pension and other employee
benefits amounting to 73.6 billion
euros at the end of 2017. This is one of
the most significant liabilities in the
balance sheet, accounting for almost a
third of the total 2017 liabilities of
236.5 billion euros.
According to the report additional
challenges for the EU budget arise
from the announced, withdrawal of the
UK from in the EU in 2019 and the
need for improved accountability in
light of the current reflection on the
future of the EU budget.
The provisions relating to the
financial settlement have been
stipulated in a in a draft agreement on
the UK’s departure. Based on the draft

agreement, the UK would honour its
commitments until 2020 as if it were a
Member State. After 2020, it would
honour liabilities assumed until the end
of 2020. For contingent liabilities
related to financial operations decided
or approved up the withdrawal date.
Special report No 17/2017 - ‘The
Commission’s intervention in the
Greek financial crisis’. In this special
report, we concluded that the economic
adjustment programmes agreed for
Greece in the wake of the financial
crisis had provided short-term financial
stability, and made some progress on
reform possible. But the programmes
had only helped Greece to recover to a
limited extent. As of mid-2017, they
had not succeeded in restoring the
country’s ability to finance its needs on
the markets. We were unable to report
on the European Central Bank’s role,
as it questioned our mandate and failed
to provide us with sufficient audit
evidence.
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IMF errors over Brexit
IMF (again) makes a fool of itself over Brexit by Rodney Atkinson

A

n analysis of the record of the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in its understanding of
the British economy.
“Joining that merry band of doom
mongers (HM Treasury, the Bank of
England and Chancellor Hammond)
the IMF’s Christine Lagarde has again
warned of ‘substantial costs’ of a no
deal Brexit. In fact of course there is no
such thing as ‘no deal’ – we simply go
to the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) deal, like most of the world’s
nations – saving on the way big duties
on imports from the rest of the world
on cars, food and clothing and saving
40 billion euros in contributions to the
EU budget! - The Substantial Costs
are in having a deal!
George Osborne-sponsored IMF
Head Lagarde (who was found guilty
by a French Court of negligence for
failing to challenge a 400 million euro
payout to a friend of French President
Nicolas Sarkozy) has continued that
organisation’s
negligence
and
incompetence.
In 2012 it was pointed out – just as
she was attacking Greeks for not
paying tax – that she paid no tax on her
£298,000 salary which if grossed up
for proper tax would have been more
than the President of the United States!

It was in April 2013 that the IMF’s
Chief Economist attacked the UK’s
deficit reduction programme and
warned of ‘playing with fire’. The
following year the UK’s growth rate
was 2.9% and that economist had to
apologise.
Lagarde said that leaving the EU
would be a blow to the UK economy
because, ‘Countries trade mainly with
their neighbours’. But the USA,
thousands of miles away, is the UK’s
biggest export market! The UK has a
consistent trade surplus with the USA
and a consistent large deficit with the
EU.
Lagarde further claimed that the UK
was suffering from a lack of capital
investment because of the threat of
Brexit. But the overall picture is the
opposite. There has been since January
2016 a 6% increase in UK Gross Fixed
Capital Formation – from £81bn to
£86bn.
When the IMF made a fool of itself
in 2013-14 the UK was still showing
far healthier growth than the stagnant
EU. Today Lagarde says we are in
trouble – after 20 years (since the euro
was launched) of greatly outperforming the EU. That is why we
have nearly 3 million EU ‘citizens’
working in the UK.

Even today the IMF has just
increased its growth forecast for the
UK from 1.4% to 1.5% and while we
have just posted a 0.6% growth in the
quarter to July the Eurozone growth
rate was 0.3% which was the slowest
growth rate since 2016 (when we voted
to leave!) and the IMF says:
‘Forecasts for 2018 growth have
been revised down for Germany and
France after activity softened more
than expected in the first quarter, and in
Italy.’ - Corporatist Forecaster elites.
Once again a large State corporatist
institution has made a fool of itself in
its analysis and forecasting. It is a
catching disease, but inevitable from
those who have comfortable careers
and salaries – whether they are proved
right or wrong.
Outside in the real world the rest of
us, acting in democratic markets and
responsible to our fellow citizens, have
to absorb the cost of their failures and
get on with life. When we rise up and
tell them that staying in the EU would
be a disaster the supranational elitists
can’t believe it – no wonder.
While mass unemployment and
social collapse have characterised the
EU for 20 years the scribblers have
sailed on regardless in their unearned
luxury!”

A fragmented EU

I

taly’s populist government has come
to an agreement over spending as it
tries to “end poverty’ with its first
budget.
The ruling Five Star and League
parties said on 27th September that
they had agreed to set the budget
deficit at 2.4% of GDP.
They have also agreed to press

ahead with a minimum income for the
unemployed. These decisions go
against the Brussels’ demand for Italy
to rein in its debt.
The EU’s response has been to warn
that the Italian people will end up
worse off under the populist
governments ambitious spending
plans.

EU Economies Commissioner Perre
Moscovici said plans setting the Italian
budget deficit at 2.4% of GDP will
only add to Italy’s £2 trillion debt.
Italy’s coalition government denies
it is seeking conflict with Brussels and
insists the debt will fall.
However, the budget announcement
has sent tremors through the system.

Observance of law

A

s a former United States president
Thomas Jefferson once said “A
strict observance of the written law is
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doubtless one of the high virtues of a
good citizen, but it is not the highest.
The law of necessity, of self-

preservation, of saving our country
when in danger, are of high
obligation.”
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Brexit offers a real future
A speech by Lord Stoddart of Swindon at the Freedom Association’s
‘Have your say on Brexit’ event at High Wycombe on the 4th August

I

was never in favour of joining the
EEC. My first speech against
joining was made in Woolhampton,
Berkshire, in 1962. I understood that
the Treaty of Rome was not about trade
but about ‘Ever Closer Union’,
building a country called Europe.
That’s why I voted against the
European Communities Bill in 1972
and why I subsequently voted against
every further treaty handing more and
more powers to the EU in one or other
house of Parliament. We have been lied
to by Governments of both major
parties, first about joining the EEC and
later about all the subsequent treaties.
The real issue at stake is ‘Who
governs Britain?’
Is it an elected Parliament sitting at
Westminster, through tried and tested
institutions built over centuries, or an
unelected bureaucracy sitting in a
foreign capital? I know the answer to
that and so did 17,410,742 people who
voted in the referendum on 23rd June
2016, when they voted, by a majority,
to Leave. People were entitled to
believe that that was it and that their
Government would quickly implement
their decision. However, it was not to
be, and a horrified establishment has
done its best to delay and sabotage the

decision to leave and has set up an
organisation largely supported by
foreigners - Soros and others who do
well out of the EU.
They have resuscitated Project Fear
and have, by doing so, damaged our
economy and undermined our
negotiators’ efforts to get a good deal.
They have also stood truth on its head
and insulted Brexit supporters as
stupid, nationalistic, racist and
unpatriotic. Britain’s position has been
damaged by the inordinate delay in
negotiating a deal and by the attitude of
supplication by the Government. The
truth is that the United Kingdom holds
all the best cards but seems loath to
play them. For a start, we are a great
country, with a long history of success
at home and abroad. Without our
resistance to motley dictators, Europe
as it now exists would be quite
different. The arguments about Brexit
are mainly about trade, but the reality
is that the prize of Brexit is selfgovernment.
But what about trade?
In 2017, the UK exported £274
billion to the EU and imported £341
billion from the EU: a deficit of £67
billion. Since 1973 our total trade
deficit with the EU is £408 billion. We

have a trading surplus with the rest of
the world, so it is clear that the EU
countries will be the losers if the EU
maintains its hostile attitude and the
UK will do well trading through WTO
rules and making its own trade deals
with other countries.
Then there is the matter of financial
contributions. Since we joined the
EEC/EU we have made net
contributions of £187 billion to the EU
coffers and these contributions are on a
rising trend. The rebate is under
pressure and, without this, future
contributions could be over £15 billion
a year net. So, in sheer money terms,
the EU is a big loser and the UK a big
winner from Brexit, but there would be
other benefits too because we would
not be bound by EU regulations, many
of which are absurd and do not suit this
country.
So my message is that, outside the
sclerotic, bureaucratic, corporate
European Union, Britain would thrive
and prosper and, together with a
revived Commonwealth, would be a
great force for good in the world.
Lord Stoddart of Swindon is an
independent Labour peer and a council
member of the Freedom Association.

European Arrest Warrant

G

ood news has been heard for all
those who dislike the European
Arrest Warrant (EAW) and consider it
to be a threat to civil liberties. The
EAW allows EU members to accuse
people of crimes - that may not be
illegal in their home country to be

deported to the accusing country without their home country being able
to stop the deportation.
According to Michel Barnier the
Brexit EU chief negotiator, the United
Kingdom will be kicked out of the
EAW after Brexit.

This he said, is because of the UK’s
desire to leave the EU’s court and free
movement scheme.
The warrant allows EU members to
request the arrest and detention in other
countries without extradition talks
between them.

UK finances

T

he fear merchants got in wrong! As
UK wages saw faster growth in the
three months up to July, and they
continued to outstrip prices.
Excluding bonuses, wages grew by
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2.9% according to the Office for
National Statistics (ONS), well above
the inflation rate of 2.4%.
Unemployment continued to fall,
dropping by 55,000 to 1.36 million,

with the jobless rate remaining at 4%,
its lowest level for over 40 years.
Meanwhile UK borrowing for the
year to date is 30.5% lower at £17.8
billion.
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LETTERS
Tel: 08456 120 175 email: eurofacts@junepress.com
Fake news
Dear Sir,
So MP’s are producing a report on fake
news!
How ironic is that bearing in mind
that the Conservative, Labour, Liberal
Democrats and their politicians have
been lying to the British public for over
45 years about their mission to destroy
the UK as an independent, democratic
and sovereign nation by making the
UK a vassal state of the EU!
JERRY WRAITH
Wiltshire

Pro-Brexit Rally
Dear Sir,
I have recently attended a very
interesting Brexit Rally organised by
leavemeansleave.eu. This rally was
well attended and very informative for
all those like me who were wondering
about the positive value of leaving the
EU.
Leavemeansleave.eu is a crossparty campaign for a clean, swift exit
from the European Union and is
carrying out a number of rallies and
meetings across the UK.
The organisation says the Rally is a
response to two years of delays to the
Brexit process, and that they are
restarting the Leave campaign to
ensure the British people get what they
voted for in June 2016. The chairman
is John Longworth, Vice Chairmen are
Richard Tice and Nigel Farage MEP.
A number of meetings around the
country have already taken place and
more are to be announced. I strongly
recommend attending one.
DAVID RICHARDS
Devon

Referendum game
Dear Sir,
Yet again we see how politicians and
many wealthy business operators wish
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to ignore the democratic referendum
result of the British people.
The people voted to leave the EU
but instead of getting on with it those
who wish to remain subjects of the EU
with all its implications are trying to
ride roughshod over the people’s June
2016 referendum result. As for
suggesting the that the people did not
understand what they were voting for
could equally be applied to General
Election results, but we do not hear a
call for another immediate Election
when the vote does not suit a particular
party.
Should a second referendum take
place then the greatest loser will be that
of democracy itself.
How many referendums do you
need before the result is accepted?
SILVIA AXTELL
Cambridge

People’s Vote
Dear Sir,
The people have voted a second vote is
therefore unnecessary. The idea that a
second vote will be a people’s vote just
ignores the people’s vote we have
already had.
Clearly our politicians are acting
just like the EU officials act, if they
don’t like the outcome, then they just
keep repeating the question until they
get the result they wish. Voters are
expected to get bored or just give in to
the dictatorial powers of the elite.
Time to leave is now!
JUSTIN GREAVES
Yorkshire

The EU’s ambitions
Dear Sir,
For all those who believe that
remaining inside the EU is the only
future that they wish, perhaps they
should realise what the ambitions for
the EU actually are.
The EU is a politically driven

organisation that wishes to be a force
in the world in terms of global power,
both military and financial. In order to
do that it must become a country with
a single voice, leadership, currency,
army, economic policy, taxation
system. That eventually means a
collector and distributor of taxes
throughout its new found empire.
Furthermore, it means power stays in
the hands of those unelected officials
with no place for the citizens to have
any truly democratic rights or control
of its direction and leadership.
If that is your vision of the future
that you wish, to be a slave of the EU,
then please go ahead without me and
all those who believe in democracy.
The right to select your own political
party whose goals you believe in is the
right of every citizen of the UK and
should not be given away to the EU
system of government.
RICHARD EVANS
Wales

Employment
Dear Sir,
Surely the UK requires workers from
across the world that provide a service,
skilled or unskilled needed by the UK
regardless of what country they come
from.
No country should be given a
preference when it comes to giving out
jobs in the UK.
When entering the UK these
workers could be given a five year
work permit that allows them to stay in
the UK provided they maintain a job.
As to state benefits they should be
withheld until the five year term is
completed, then they can become UK
citizens if they wish to remain provided they conform to the
citizenship requirements - or extend
the life of the work permit for a further
number of years.
GORDON POLLARD
West Midlands
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MEETINGS
Gresham College
020 7831 0575

leavemeansleave.eu
The Save Brexit Rally
Friday 19th October, 7 pm
Nigel Farage MEP, Kate Hoey MP,
David Jones MP
Sage Gateshead
Admission £5
Saturday 20th October, 2 pm
Nigel Farage MEP, Kate Hoey MP,
Owen Paterson MP
Harrogate Convention Centre
Admission £5
Tickets - leavemeansleave.eu
Gresham College
020 7831 0575
Monday 29th October, 6.00 pm
“Strategy and Democracy”
Sir Hew Strachan FBA, FRSE,
University of St Andrews
THE PETER NAILOR MEMORIAL
LECTURE
The Mercers’ Hall, Ironmonger Lane,
London
Admission - Reservations Required
Gresham College
020 7831 0575
Tuesday 30th October, 6.00 pm
“Bribery and Corruption in the City”
H.H.J. Nicholas Cooke QC
PUBLIC MEETING
The Museum of London, London Wall,
London EC2
Admission Free
FREE
Advertising Space
Should you be planning a meeting
and/or conference dealing with the
subject of the UK-EU relationship.
eurofacts Phone: 08456 120 175
or Email: eurofacts@junepress.com
eurofacts 19TH OCTOBER
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USEFUL WEB SITES

Thursday 8th November, 1.00 pm
“Money: The Root of All Evil, or Our
Salvation?”
Richard Burridge, Visiting Professor
in Ethics and Theology
PUBLIC MEETING
Barnard’s Inn Hall, Holborn, London
EC1N 2HH
Admission Free
Bruges Group
020 7287 4414
Saturday 10th November
10.30 am - 6.00 pm
Further details and speakers to be
announced
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Royal Over-Seas League, Royal OverSeas House, 6 Park Place, St James’s
Street, London SW1A 1LR
Admission charge £20
Includes lunch and refreshments.

DIARY OF EVENTS
UK budget

29th October

2019
Rumania takes over
1st January
EU Council Presidency
Official date
29th March
for completion of
Article 50 negotiations
between the UK and the EU
and start of a possible ‘Transition
Deal’ due to end in December 2020
EU post-Brexit Summit
Sibiu, Rumania
EU MEP elections

May

23rd-26th May

Finland takes over
EU Council Presidency

1st July

2020
Croatia takes over
1st January
EU Council Presidency

British Constitution Group
www.britishconstitutiongroup.com
British Future
www.britishfuture.org
British Weights & Measures Assoc.
www.bwmaonline.com
Bruges Group
www.brugesgroup.com
Campaign Against Euro-Federalism
www.caef.org.uk
Campaign for an Independent Britain
www.campaignforanindependentbritain.org.uk

Change Britain
www.changebritain.org
Concordance
www.concordanceout.eu
Democracy Movement
www.democracymovement.org.uk
EU Observer
www.euobserver.com
EU Truth
www.eutruth.org.uk
European Commission (London)
www.cec.org.uk
European Foundation
www.europeanfoundation.org
Freedom Association
www.tfa.net
Futurus
www.futurus-thinktank.com
Get Britain Out
www.getbritainout.org
Global Britain
www.globalbritain.org
Global Vision
www.global-vision.net
GrassRootsOut
www.grassrootsout.co.uk
June Press (Publications)
www.junepress.com
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